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Introduction

Either in natural science or social science, the fundamental purpose of research is to 
understand changes of an object over time on the basis of its structural analysis.  For that 
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purpose scientists devise diverse variables and observe their variations.  However, those 
variables which are hypothetically chosen for the sake of measurement of variations rarely 
represent the actual substance of the object or forces that bring about its changes.  We 
could expect much less to identify clear causality among those variables.

It is the case for aggregates of GDP that are taken as an example in the present 
article: a bit surprising as it may sound to the common sense of Keynesian economics, 
those aggregates, i.e. fixed capital formation, household consumption, trade balance 
and government consumption, are all variables for observing and measuring a national 
economy, rather than its substance or driving forces per se.  In order to understand this 
point, let us take an example of school examinations of five subjects, i.e. literature, 
mathematics, natural science, social science and English.  Although they are five 
subjects for educating students or variables for measuring their academic 
achievements, intrinsic academic capabilities can be more properly explained by 
certain synthetic variables independent from each other, such as “general academic 
ability”, “natural-science-biased ability” and “humanities-biased ability”.  This is the 
basic idea by which principal component analysis is conducted.

The purpose of this article is, as already suggested above, to examine the question of “What 
is the unit of change?”  The unit can be understood as substance of a research object or a 
force that brings about changes, which we analyze on the basis of ordinary principal 
component analysis.  It is followed by developmental principal component analysis in order 
to elucidate “multilayered structure of forces that bring about changes”, in which 
orthogonal principal components are dialectically interpreted as “multilayered structure of 
unified opposites”.
　Conducting orbit analysis for leading-following relations (Itaki (2014)) among all 
variables and principal components, we construct a new theory of causality in which 
principal components are causes and variables are results.  It is a replacement of so-called 
“Granger causality” that was rejected in principle (ibid).
　In addition as a byproduct of using GDP for our example, a precise method of measuring 
the multiplier effect is proposed with the help of multiple regression analysis of principal 
components: i.e. an increment of GDP by means of one unit increase in fixed capital 
formation, household consumption, trade balance or government consumption.

I. Partial correction of orbit analysis

Orbit analysis will be partially corrected because some of the Microsoft EXCEL’s functions 
in “V. Calculation of the direction of orbit rotation and leading-following relations”, Itaki 
(2014), give either wrong results or inconsistent treatments when three coordinates 
necessary to determine the direction of orbit rotation are in the following three cases:
（1）Cases in which line ab is horizontal: if three coordinates are, for example, a(1, 0)，
b(2, 0) and c(3, 1), angle bac is correctly calculated to be positive, i.e. an anticlockwise 
rotation, and the result is correctly that variable x leads (X).  However, if three 
coordinates are, for example, a(1, 0), b(2, 0) and c(3, -1), angle bac is correctly 
calculated to be negative, i.e. a clockwise rotation, but the result is wrongly that 
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variable y leads (YY); it should be that variable x leads (X).
（2）Cases in which line abc is horizontal: when angle bac is either 0, π or －π, the 
direction of rotation should be unidentified (“－”), but the results are wrongly that 
variable x leads for π and variable y leads for －π.
（3）Inconsistent treatments in various cases in which coordinates become vertical or 
horizontal are corrected: when three coordinates a, b and c become vertical, #DIV/0! 
comes out and when they become horizontal, #ERROR comes out, because their 
leading-following relations are unidentified (although when only two coordinates 
become vertical or horizontal, their leading-following relations can be identified.  Refer 
to the illustrations below for details).  In those cases, one ranking point should be 
divided between the two variables by 0.5 and 0.5.

Corrected functions are as follows in the same format as that in Itaki (2014).  The shadows２） 
are corrections３）.  Note that even after the corrections the global system of short-term 
interest rates in Itaki (2014) does not change.

Slope:（D3）=SLOPE(C2:C3,B2:B3), （D4） =SLOPE(C3:C4,B3:B4)
Rotation (in radians):（E3）
= I F ( A N D ( - P I ( ) < = I F ( 0 < = A T A N 2 ( B 4 - B 2 , C 4 - C 2 ) , A T A N 2 ( B 4 - B 2 , C 4 -
C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-
C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2)),IF(0<=ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-
C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-
C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2))<=PI()),IF(0<=ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),ATAN2(B4-
B2,C4-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),ATAN2(B3-
B2,C3-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2)) ,IF(PI()<IF(0<=ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-
C2),ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-
C2),ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2)),IF(0<=ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-
C2),ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-
C 2 ) , A T A N 2 ( B 3 - B 2 , C 3 - C 2 ) , 2 * P I ( ) + A T A N 2 ( B 3 - B 2 , C 3 - C 2 ) ) -
2*PI(),2*PI()+IF(0<=ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),ATAN2(B4-B2,C4-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B4-
B2,C4-C2))-IF(0<=ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),ATAN2(B3-B2,C3-C2),2*PI()+ATAN2(B3-
B2,C3-C2))))
Rotation (in degrees):（F3）=DEGREES(E3)
Leading-following:（G3）
=IF(AND(ISERROR(D3),F3<0,F3<>-180),"YY",IF(AND(ISERROR(D3),0<F3,180<
>F3),"-YY",IF(AND(0<=D3,0<F3,180<>F3),"X",IF(AND(0<D3,F3<0,F3<>-180),"YY",IF
(AND(D3<0,0<F3,180<>F3),"-YY",IF(AND(D3<=0,F3<0,F3<>-180),"-X","-"))))))

Dissolved functions for rotation:
H3 =B3-B2
H4 =B4-B2
I3 =C3-C2
I4 =C4-C2
J3 =ATAN2(H3,I3)
J4 =ATAN2(H4,I4)
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K3 =IF(0<=J3,J3,2*PI()+J3)
K4 =IF(0<=J4,J4,2*PI()+J4)
L3=IF (AND( -PI ( )<=K4-K3,K4-K3<=PI ( ) ) ,K4-K3, IF (PI ( )<K4-K3,K4-K3-
2*PI(),2*PI()+K4-K3))

Table 1: Calculation of the direction of orbit rotation and leading-following 
relations in EXCEL
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II. Some features of principal component analysis

It would be almost needless to say that we always witness in our research extremely 
complicated phenomena unfolding themselves in front of us and seeking explanations.  So 
we devise certain variables (or indicators), with which we attempt to describe and 
understand the phenomena in terms of relations between the variables (or indicators).  
Here we often encounter a troublesome dilemma: if the number of variables is small, our 
understanding of the phenomena remains unsatisfactory; to the contrary, a large number 
of variables would hinder their clear-cut understanding.  One possible solution to the 
dilemma is to limit the number of variables to an “appropriate” one from a certain 
viewpoint.  However, if we can sum up information that a large number of variables offer 
and turn them into a concise number of representative synthetic variables (or 
comprehensive indicators), our understanding of the phenomena could improve to a great 
extent.  The principal component analysis has developed on this basic idea.  H. Hotelling, 
one of the original developers of principal component analysis, talked about its significance 
as follows (Hotelling (1933), p.1):

 “Consider n variables attaching to each individual of a population.  These statistical 
variables x1, x2, . . . , xn, might for example be scores made by school children in tests of 
speed and skill in solving arithmetical problems or in reading; or they might be 
various physical properties of telephone poles, or the rates of exchange among various 
currencies. The x's will ordinarily be correlated. It is natural to ask whether some more 
fundamental set of independent variables exists, perhaps fewer in number than the 
x's, which determine the values the x's will take.” (Hotelling (1933) p.1.)

Hotelling seems to distinguish two types, i.e. a set of more fundamental and independent 
variables and a set of fewer variables in number.  The distinction between them will play 
an important role later when we proceed from ordinary principal component analysis to 
developmental principal component analysis.  I. T. Jolliffe, who has been fascinated by 
principal component analysis for over 30 years, mentioned with this respect as follows:

 “The central idea of principal component analysis (PCA) is to reduce the 
dimensionality of a data set consisting of a large number of interrelated variables, 
while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the data set.  This is 
achieved by transforming to a new set of variables, the principal components (PCs), 
which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so that the first few retain most of the 
variation present in all of the original variables.” (Jolliffe (2002) p.1.) ４）

N principal components that are obtained from n variables have the following properties５）:
（1）  N principal components that are obtained by linearly combining original n variables 

are uncorrelated to each other: i.e. principal components are orthogonal to each other 
in n-dimensional space.

（2）  The following inequality relations hold among the principal components: the variance 
of the first principal component > the variance of the second principal component > … > 
the variance of the nth principal component.  The total variance of all the principal 
components is equal to that of the original n variables.  The ratio of a variance of each 
principal component to the total variance is called a proportion.  A few top principal 
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components can often explain much variance of all variables.
Firstly, an example of principal component analysis on non-time-series data is examined in 
order to understand some of its important features: i.e. examinations of 50 students in 
literature, mathematics, natural science, social science and English.  We start our analysis 
with 50-students’ 5-subject scores and their total, the objective of which is to measure their 
academic ability.

Those 50 students are ranked in order of their total scores.  A simple observation with 
respect to total scores would reveal a variety of patterns of academic ability.  Some 
students are very good at literature and some other students are very bad at natural 
science.  There are some very talented students who gain high scores in all subjects, 
but others are less talented and get miserable scores in all subjects.  These facts may 
suggest that the score of a specific subject, such as English or mathematics, does not 
correctly predict variations of total scores, and that simple total scores are not a 
perfect indicator of general academic ability of students.  Generally speaking, however, 
top students are likely to acquire high scores in any subjects; in the middle, there are 
some characteristic students who are extremely good, for example, at English or 
incredibly bad, for example, at mathematics; and students in the bottom are likely to 
gain low scores in many subjects.
　Our experiences would suggest a hypothesis that academic ability could be 
measured by a certain combination of subjects instead of independently by a single 
subject: for instance, “general academic ability” may exist which exerts positive effects 
on all subjects.  The more “general academic ability” increases, the higher scores of 
mathematics and English as well as literature and others can be expected.  
Alternatively, “natural-science-biased ability” may exist: it has a positive correlation 
with scores of natural science and mathematics, but a negative correlation with 
English and literature.  By contrast, we may think of “humanities-biased ability”, 
which might be a reversed one to “natural-science-biased ability” and thus, we should 
regard them as heads and tails of the same coin, i.e. “natural-science- or humanities-
biased ability” altogether.  On top of that, there may be a specific ability that has a 
high positive correlation only with mathematics, but has nothing to do with all the 
other subjects, which could be named “mathematics-biased ability”.

A crucial point is that those “general academic ability”, “natural-science- or humanities-
biased ability” and “mathematics-biased ability” are independent from each other and have 
no relation with each other.  Ability that is only and specifically biased to natural science or 
humanities is different in dimension from comprehensive ability with no bias to any 
specific subject.  That is also true to ability that is concentrated only on mathematics.  It 
would be reasonable to assume that those components of academic ability with different 
dimensions scatter over 50 students and each student has them all in various proportions.  
By comparison, 5 subjects, i.e. literature, mathematics, natural science, social science and 
English, are independently carried out in examinations, whose scores more or less 
synchronize together thanks to overlapping effects of those components of academic ability.  
Therefore, those 5 different subjects are categories of items for measuring academic ability, 
rather than categories of substance that form academic ability.
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The relations, in our example, between subjects and components of academic ability 
are equivalent to those between variables and principal components.  By means of 
principal component analysis, complicated variations in scores of all subjects are 
resolved into a set of independent components of academic ability, and in turn, by 
means of multiple regression analysis of principal components, scores of each subject 
and their totals are reconstructed by those academic components.

Next, imagine the stage of a kind of psychodrama, in which tense emotions are exchanged 
among 10 actors and actresses, in order to understand some features of principal 
component analysis on time-series data:

Six out of ten of them belong to the largest group of friends; remaining four form 
another group of friends.  Those two groups are in conflict, but two in the minor group 
keep some relations with members of the major group.  The reason for the conflict is 
that the bosses of the two groups are rivals to one another.  There are some factions in 
the major group that exercise delicate maneuvers.   A woman in the major group and a 
man in the minor group are lovers, just like Juliet in the House of Capulet and Romeo 
in the House of Montague.  We are already informed of those complicated human 
relations among them, but the audience is not.  And, furthermore, the play is a 
pantomime and the audience has to understand those entangled relations only with 
the help of men’s and women’s actions on the stage.
　Now, the pantomime begins.  Members of the major group start to gather in the 
center of the stage.  But, their movements are not straight: its factions keep some 
tactful distances among them while assembling.  Those two members in the minor 
group who keep somewhat friendly relations with the major group exhibit rather 
complicated movements: although they are mainly attracted by the minor group that 
gathers at an edge of the stage, they also make eyes at the major group and a certain 
faction as well.  They are intermingled in those triple human relations.  Romeo and 
Juliet may show the most complicated maneuvers of all.  Juliet shifts towards the 
center of the stage, where her own major group gathers, and Romeo towards the edge, 
both with reluctant steps.  They actually would like to spend a good time together 
without being bothered by others at the opposite side of the stage.  They gradually 
come close together, but quickly separate and temporarily keep some awkward 
distance when someone of the opposite group approaches.  Those triple human 
relations are reflected on their highly complex movements: i.e. the conflict between the 
two groups, minor conflicts among factions and love between themselves.

The reason for difficulties to comprehend the plot of the play is that one actor or actress 
embodies not only one human relation, but also several intertwined relations, which 
altogether determine each movement on the stage of an actor or actress.  What would 
happen then, if those multilayered human relations are respectively separated from 
individuals, brought together and classified by human relation?  Attraction of the major 
group, minor group, factions and lovers, and repulsion between the major and minor 
groups, among factions – those are all perfectly independent forces from each other.  
Human relations with respect to the major group probably work as the strongest force of 
all, and those with respect to the minor group and others would be ranked according to the 
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strength of their attraction.  Those invisible, mutually independent human relations, after 
being separated, could be expressed concretely as movements on the stage: the attraction of 
the major group would go straight to the center of the stage, that of the minor group to the 
edge of the stage and that of the two lovers to the opposite side of the stage, which are all 
independent from and not interfering with others.  Those ten actors and actresses are 
categories that demonstrate bearers of human relations changing over time, rather than 
their real substances.

As exemplified by the pantomime above, the actors and actresses who combine and 
bear a variety of human relations are equivalent to variables, and human relations 
that are respectively abstracted and put together are equivalent to principal 
components.  We later show that variables’ complicated variations over time are 
resolved into a set of independent principal components and, by means of multiple 
regression analysis of principal components, the original variables are reconstructed 
by the principal components.

Now we proceed to explore a frontier of time-series multivariate analysis with an example 
of Japan’s GDP, in which firstly some important features of principal component analysis 
are concretely demonstrated, secondly it is further developed into developmental principal 
component analysis and lastly it is combined with orbit analysis.

III. Analysis of Japan’s GDP

The outline of our argument is as follows: (1) Basic analysis and (2) Orbit analysis deal 
with, as it were, “the visible world” of observers, in which we observers would be able to 
directly confirm, only if paying appropriate attentions to data, such statistical phenomena 
as value of change, rate of change and direction of orbit rotation.  By contrast, (3) Principal 
component analysis and (4) Developmental principal component analysis deal with “the 
invisible world”, in which principal components abstracted from data could not be detected 
at all with our bare eyes.  It is a world of concept that we can reach only as a result of 
certain statistical procedures.  Lastly in (5) Principal component analysis and orbit 
analysis combined, those “visible world” and “invisible world” will be combined together, in 
which we understand how the world observers see with their bare eyes is constructed and 
operated by invisible forces behind the scene 

(1) Basic analysis
Table 2 “Japan’s GDP” reveals historical development of Japan’s GDP from 1956 to 2012: 
i.e. annual changes in value at current prices and annual growth rates, instead of nominal 
or real absolute value of GDP.  The reason is that the analytical purpose here is to capture 
the driving forces of change in GDP, rather than its long-term trend.

Its graph is Fig. 1 “Japan’s GDP (annual change in value at current prices)”, which 
illustrates main four aggregates of GDP, i.e. household consumption, government 
consumption, trade balance and fixed capital formation.  The reason why we adopt 
nominal values that are influenced by changes in prices due to inflation or deflation is 
that we later perform orbit analysis on those data: annual nominal values are 
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indispensable for examining actual pulling and being-pulled relations in quantity 
among those aggregates.   Household consumption, the center pole of an economy, 
indicates that the Japanese economy could be divided into three periods: one until the 
early 1970s of stable growth, another in the 1970s and 1980s of rapid expansion and 
the last one since 1990 of shrinkage owing to the burst of an economic babble.
　Figures 2, 3 and 4 “Japan’s GDP (annual growth rate)” illustrate annual growth 
rates of those aggregates.  Comparisons between household consumption and 
government consumption, between GDP and fixed capital formation and between GDP 
and trade balance make clear their particular features: household consumption and 
government consumption move closely along with GDP; the movement of fixed capital 
formation amplifies that of GDP; and trade balance, by and large, negatively correlates 
to GDP.

Observation of changes in value and rates of change allows us to get much insight into 

Data：IMF, International Financial Statistics.

Talbe 2: Japan's GDP
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Fig. 1: Japan's GDP (annual change in value at current prices)
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Fig. 2: Japan's GDP (annual growth rate)
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Fig. 3: Japan's GDP (annual growth rate)
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variations of GDP.  There are, however, two main obstacles or new problems in such basic 
analysis:

Firstly, those four aggregates are neither independent from each other nor move 
autonomously; they are rather causes and effects of each other and thus, move in a 
bunch, being entangled with each other.  Our new task would be, therefore, to 
disentangle the unity and synchronism among the aggregates, and to identify leading 
and following variables.
　Secondly, the synchronization implies, for example, that household consumption is 
not independent and is under the influence of government consumption, trade balance 
and fixed capital formation altogether.  Even when you observe and describe specific 
variations of household consumption, you actually observe synthetic effects of those 
four aggregates through the window of household consumption.  This holds true for 
government consumption, trade balance and fixed capital formation as well and thus, 
even if you conduct four individual observations, you actually observe the same 
phenomenon four times in succession.  This fact suggests that those four aggregates 
are four items necessary for measuring GDP, but they are not four categories necessary 
for explaining variations of GDP.  We have to identify more essential and autonomous 
substance, forces or motive power that is hidden under those four synchronizing items.

It should be emphasized, however, that basic statistical information, such as annual 
changes in value and annual growth rates, is the goal as well as the starting point of our 
analysis.  We will come back to the basic information after overcoming those two 
limitations and solving the problems; then, it will be accompanied by rich additional 
information and shed a new explanatory light onto the structure and movement of Japan’s 
GDP.

Fig. 4: Japan's GDP (annual growth rate)

Note: Trade balance is on the right axis.
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(2) Orbit analysis
Orbit analysis is a statistical method that extracts leading-following relations between two 
variables by combining coordinates of time-series data along time and calculating the slope 
and the direction of rotation of the “orbit” thus depicted.  In the case of many variables, 
calculations of all combinations between pair variables produce a hierarchy of leading-
following relations among all variables (Itaki(2014)), which identifies the kick-starter 
variable that heralds all variations among other variables and determines their order of 
following.  The method is applied to the four aggregates of Japan’s GDP in the same period 
in Fig. 5 “9-year moving average of ranking points for Japan’s GDP (expenditure)”.  Due to 
wide annual variance of ranking points, 9-year moving average is adopted out of 5-, 7- and 
9-year calculations, which seems to represent most appropriately medium-term variations.

Annual changes in value are used for the calculations, because there have to be 
quantitative pulling- and being-pulled-relations among variables for them to be 
actually leading-following relations (Itaki (2014) p.16, pp.30-31.).  Household 
consumption, government consumption, trade balance and fixed capital formation are 
apparently in quantitative pulling- and being-pulled-relations in their annual changes 
in value.  That is not a priori true in their annual growth rates: although an increase 
in household consumption by 10 billion yen, for example, directly causes quantitative 
deterioration in trade balance or an increase in fixed capital formation by 1 billion yen 
or so, its increase by 5 %, for example, does not necessarily cause an increase or 
decrease in trade balance or fixed capital formation by a certain percentage point.

Fig. 5 shows that the kick-starter (i.e. the first leading variable) was fixed capital 
formation in 1958-67, household consumption in 1972-80, government consumption in the 
period of fiscal reconstruction 1983-85, fixed capital formation again in the period of an 
economic bubble and its burst 1988-1992 and trade balance in the period of the great 
depression 1996-2009.  Another feature is that fixed capital formation was in the lowest 
rank in 1977-84, the period between the aftermath of the first worldwide recession since 

Fig. 5: 9-year moving average of ranking points for Japan’s GDP (expenditure)
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the end of Second World War, 1974-75, and the previous year of the Plaza Accord in 1985; 
and that happened again since 2000.  Investment in plants and equipments does not now 
play the role of generating changes in GDP.  On top of that, two major structural 
transformations of Japanese economy took place, first in the end of the 1960s and early 
1970s and second in the first half of the 1990s in the aftermath of the burst of bubble, 
when ranks were intertwined in a bunch and changed quickly.  We now know that 
information acquired by orbit analysis by and large corresponds to our widely shared 
knowledge about the post-World War history of Japanese economy, and also that it adds 
many other insights to our understanding.

We ought to pay enough attention to the difference between the two concepts, “leading 
and following” and “preceding and lagging” ６）.  The unit of our observation and 
analysis is one period of time, the beginning and end of which we can observe and 
compare, but we do not know actions and reactions that may take place among 
variables during the minimum one period of time.  Therefore, we cannot know, in 
principle, which variable precedes or lags, or whether reversals in ranks repeat 
themselves, during the unit period, just like in a black box.  What we can actually 
observe and measure is distinction between a variable that actively leads changes and 
a variable that follows the changes initiated.  Those changes are produced by 
complicated actions and reactions (positive and negative feedbacks) among variables.  
The distinction is observed and recorded as if being temporal preceding-lagging 
relations.  We should be careful enough, therefore, that leading-following relations in 
Fig. 5 among four aggregates are not temporal preceding-lagging relations. Their 
distinction reveals its importance later when orbit analysis is conducted among the 
principal components of those four aggregates.

An application of orbit analysis to annual variations in value in Fig. 1 exposes hidden 
leading-following relations among the aggregates in Fig. 5.  It is certainly a big step 
forwards to the understanding of structure and movements of the object, which, however, 
touches only its surface; we next proceed to principal component analysis and further to 
developmental principal component analysis that allow us to investigate more essential 
and autonomous substance, forces or motive power of the object that is hidden under the 
surface of those leading-following aggregates.

(3) Principal component analysis
1. Terms 
The results of principal component analysis on the four aggregates of Japan’s GDP are 
shown in Table 3-1 “Eigenvectors and loadings (Japan’s GDP)” and Table 4 “Principal 
component scores of Japan’s GDP”.  Explanation of terms in these tables and some features 
of principal component analysis are given as follows:

Principal component analysis on the basis of variance and of correlation: 
there are two types of principal component analysis, one that is based on original data, 
i.e. their variance, and another on their correlation.  The latter is conducted on 
standardized scores (i.e. Z scores) whose standard deviation is one.  Here we adopt the 
former because the four aggregates share the same monetary unit, i.e. the Japanese 
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yen, and we would like to conduct orbit analysis and principal component analysis on 
the basis of monetary value.  The latter is usually used in the case in which variables 
have different units of measurement or in which, despite sharing the same unit, 
difference in value does not make sense for one reason or another.
　Principal components: four principal components are extracted from four 
variables.  With the first principal component being Z1, household consumption X1, the 
government consumption X2, trade balance X3 and fixed capital formation X4, we get Z1 
= 0.692 X1 + 0.097 X2－ 0.042 X3 + 0.714 X4 from the eigenvector in the table: the first 
principal component is composed as a synthetic function of the original four variables.  
So are the other principal components.
　Eigenvector: eigenvectors that consist of the coefficients of the principal 
components have a property that the sum of squares of all elements in each row and 
each column is one: for example, regarding household consumption 0.6922 + 0.5082 + 
0.4762 + (－0.193) 2 = 1, and regarding the first principal component 0.6922 + 0.0972 + 
(－0.042) 2+ 0.7142 = 1.  Values and signs of elements give us an important clue when 
we attempt to interpret the meanings of principal components.
　Loading: the sum of squares of all loadings of the first principal component, i.e. 
household consumption 4,683,135, government consumption 65,502, trade balance 

Table 3-1: Eigenvectors and loadings (Japan's GDP)

Table 3-2: Square of loadings (Japan's GDP)
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－287,146 and fixed capital formation 4,833,451 is equal to the eigenvalue 
45,805,510,321,072.  This holds true for the second principal component and others.  
Loadings represent composition of an eigenvalue of each principal component and give 
us another important clue, in addition to eigenvectors, when we attempt to interpret 
the meanings of principal components.
　Eigenvalue and its proportion: the sum of eigenvalues of all principal 
components is equal to the variance of the original variables, which is shown in Table 
3-2 “Square of loadings (Japan’s GDP)”: all information about the variance of the 
original variables is turned into that of the principal components.  As in Table 3-1, the 

Table 4: Principal component scores of Japan's GDP (unit: 1 million yen)
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eigenvalue of the first principal component is the largest and that of the fourth 
principal component is the smallest.  The share of the eigenvalue of each principal 
component in the total eigenvalue is shown as its proportion: the first principal 
component contains 71.4% of variance of those four variables, the second 15.7%, the 
third 8.1% and the fourth 4.8% in the decreasing order.  Therefore, the first and second 
principal components with 87.1% in total can explain most of the variance of all the 
variables.  Principal component analysis has the function of effectively summarizing 
the number of variables.

Generally speaking, the higher the correlations among the original variables are, 
the larger the proportion of the first principal component is and the more quickly 
the proportions of the second and other principal components decrease.  To the 
contrary, when the correlations are low, the proportion of the first principal 
component becomes small and those of the second and others decrease slowly.  
Principal component analysis on the basis of correlation of variables with no 
correlations with each other will produce the same proportions among principal 
components: for example, 0.2 each for five principal components.

Principal component scores: they are time-series values of each principal 
component that are calculated by means of coefficients in an eigenvector (see Table 4 
“Principal component scores of Japan’s GDP”).  They are usually calculated with their 
mean being zero; scores with their mean not being zero are also calculated in the table.
　Correlations among variables and principal components: Table 5 “Correlation 
matrix (Japan’s GDP)” provides correlation coefficients between variables, between 
variables and principal components and between principal components.  As stated 
above, all principal components are orthogonal to each other and thus, their 
correlation coefficients are all zero.  By contrast, in the case of principal component 
analysis on the basis of correlation, the order of correlation coefficients between 
variables and principal components is the same as that of coefficients in an 
eigenvector, and their correlation coefficients are the same as the loadings.  In the case 
of principal component analysis on the basis of variance, however, neither property 
holds true.

The original four variables, i.e. household consumption X1, government 
consumption X2, trade balance X3 and fixed capital formation X4 are not 
orthogonal and thus, more or less correlated to each other.  Suppose there are four 
axes in the four dimensional space, each of which represents each variable, they 

Table 5: Correlation matrix (Japan's GDP)
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are not orthogonal and their variations influence each other.  Four principal 
components are synthetic variables, Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4, made of the four variables 
X1, X2, X3 and X4, and set to be orthogonal in the space with their correlations 
being zero.

Orthogonal relations are extremely useful for regression analysis.  If we 
conduct multiple regression analysis with X1, X2, X3 and X4 being independent 
variables, a serious problem of multiple colinearity always occurs owing to 
mutual correlations among them.  It is a rather peculiar phenomenon in 
which signs of some coefficients of those four variables derived from multiple 
regression analysis may be reversed against our theoretical expectation or in 
which reliability on some coefficients may substantially go down.  
Unfortunately, the trouble does not seem to attract enough attention in some 
empirical researches.  However, multiple regression analysis with principal 
components, rather than the original variables, being independent variables, 
will make our research free from multiple colinearity and furthermore, reduce 
the number of variables despite achieving better results.

Orthogonal and non-orthogonal relations raise a rather radical question about 
methodology of multivariate analysis: in our example, those four aggregates are 
four items necessary to measure time-series variations of GDP, but they are not 
appropriate categories that represent four substances of GDP necessary to explain 
its variations.

For example, four items are more or less correlated to each other and thus, 
you cannot observe or describe variations of household consumption either 
individually or independently from others, because its variations result from 
comprehensive effects of all four items.  This holds true for government 
consumption, trade balance and fixed capital formation as well; even if you 
conduct four individual observations, you actually observe the same 
phenomenon four times in succession.

More generally speaking, that would lead to the question on what units should be 
set to correctly measure, describe and explain variations of a research object.  In 
our example, those four independent principal components are units of four 
dimensions: it is just like to adopt units of four independent dimensions, such as 
weight, volume, temperature and position, to record variations of an object.  Only 
after properly setting units of variations, we can search essential and autonomous 
substance, forces and motive power of our research object.

2. Interpretation
Theoretically and empirically strict definitions are already given to GDP’s four aggregates, 
household consumption X1, government consumption X2, trade balance X3 and fixed capital 
formation X4.  How about those four principal components derived from the aggregates?  To 
begin with, how can we understand the meaning of the first principal component Z1 = 0.692 
X1 + 0.097 X2－ 0.042 X3 + 0.714 X4?  Interpretation has to be performed on the basis of 
signs, values and proportions of the four coefficients.  I. T. Jolliffe stated about the 
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possibility of successful interpretation as follows:
 “It must be emphasized that although in many examples the PCs can be readily 
interpreted, this is by no means universally true.  There is no reason, a priori, why a 
mathematically derived linear function of the original variables (which is what the 
PCs are) should have a simple interpretation.  It is remarkable how often it seems to 
be possible to interpret the first few PCs, though it is probable that some 
interpretations owe a lot to the analyst’s ingenuity and imagination.  Careful thought 
should go into any interpretation and, at an earlier stage, into the choice of variables 
and whether to transform them.  In some circumstances, transformation of variables 
before analysis may improve the chances of a simple interpretation.  Conversely, the 
arbitrary inclusion of logarithms, powers, ratios, etc., of the original variables can 
make it unlikely that any simple interpretation will be found.” (Jolliffe (2002) p.64.)

An outstanding feature of the first principal component is as shown in Table 3-1 that the 
coefficients of fixed capital formation and household consumption are as large as 0.714 and 
0.692 respectively with substantially small government consumption 0.097 and trade 
balance － 0.042.  Our interpretation, therefore, should start with the fact that fixed capital 
formation and household consumption have positive coefficients of a similar size.

The first principal component, which explain 71.4% of all variations of those four 
aggregates of Japan’s GDP in 1956-2012, seems to represent the basic business cycle 
in which when fixed capital formation increases, household consumption also increases 
and vice versa.  The basic economic process can smoothly proceed without support of 
government consumption or reliance on trade surplus; trade balance even has a small 
negative coefficient.  The first principal component can be safely interpreted as a 
representative indicator of normal economic circulation of Japan.

Fig. 6 “First principal component (1)” and Fig. 7 “First principal component (2)” 
examine time-series data sets of fixed capital formation and household 
consumption multiplied by each eigenvector and their total, which is compared 
with the first principal component (mean ≠ 0).  In Fig. 6 fixed capital formation 
and household consumption similarly fluctuate because of their high correlation 
coefficient 0.719; their total amplifies their fluctuations.  As shown in Fig. 7, the 
total almost perfectly overlaps the first principal component.

The first principal component provides us with much information about Japanese 
economy.  It entered a period of big turmoil after a smooth expansion until the 1970s, 
mainly due to large fluctuations of fixed capital formation.  Stable household 
consumption in the 1970s made it possible, however, to keep a generally high level.  
This seems to be the background in Fig. 5 of household consumption being the kick-
starter in the period.
　The Japanese economy entered a period of stagnation in the first half of the 1980s 
after experiencing the second Oil Shock in 1979, and a period of the unprecedented 
bubble from 1987 to 1990.  Although the bubble was characterized by speculation in 
stocks and real estate, it appeared as part of a “normal” business cycle as a result of 
cumulative effects of fixed capital formation and household consumption as long as 
GDP is concerned.  Further interestingly, the cumulative effects were preceded by 
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fixed capital formation, followed by a sharp increase in household consumption and 
finally, reversed by fixed capital formation in the collapse: it is a typical case of boom 
and burst.  The process reflects the fact in Fig. 5 that fixed capital formation after a 
long pause took the role of the kick-starter in the bubble period.
　Since the financial crisis of 1998７）, a “normal” business cycle completely died down 
and shrinkage of fixed capital formation dragged the Japanese economy down to the 
bottom, although household consumption barely supported it.  As of 2012 since the 
Lehman Brothers Shock in September 2008, it began to recover the basic business 
cycle again.

Fig. 6: First principal component (1)
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Fig. 7: First principal component (2)
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The outstanding feature of the second principal component in Table 3-1 is the 
overwhelming coefficient 0.725 of trade balance in the eigenvector with positive household 
consumption 0.508 and negative fixed capital formation － 0.459.  Let us disregard small 
government consumption 0.079 and interpret the second principal component as follows:

The second principal component, which explains 15.7% of all variations of four GDP 
aggregates, increases as trade balance increases and fixed capital formation decreases, 
which are actually negatively correlated with each other with correlation coefficient 
－ 0.198.  It apparently represents formation of surplus capital due to shrinkage of 
national economy and its external emission: i.e. “abnormal” economic shrinkage and 
formation of international surplus capital (Itaki (2006) Ch. 6).
　As to the relation between fixed capital formation and household consumption, they 
are in highly positive correlation by 0.719 and thus, fluctuate almost simultaneously.  
In the eigenvector of the second principal component, however, household consumption 
takes the positive coefficient 0.508, although fixed capital formation takes the negative 
coefficient － 0.459; the loading of household consumption amounts to 1,611,578 and 
that of fixed capital formation －1,458,606, slightly less than the former.  These results 
suggest that in the period, in which a decrease in fixed capital formation leads to 
shrinkage of GDP as a whole, domestic surplus capital, emitted externally as trade 
surplus, sustains household consumption to some extent.

Fig. 8 “Second principal component (1)” and Fig. 9 “Second principal component 
(2)” illustrate in time-series what we discussed above.  Fixed capital formation and 
household consumption are multiplied by respective coefficients in the eigenvector 
and the results are summed up; the total, trade balance multiplied by its 
coefficient and the second principal component are compared with each other in 
Fig. 9.  Addition of trade balance to household consumption and fixed capital 
formation by and large amplifies variations of trade balance in the same direction; 
in fact, the second principal component and trade balance are in highly positive 
correlation by 0.823.  The peak years of the second principal component, i.e. 1975, 
83, 92, 98, 2002 and 10, exactly correspond to those in which surplus capital filled 
the domestic economy.  In 1975, 83 and 92, in particular, the second principal 
component reached its peaks despite decreases in trade surplus; it suggests that 
even in the case in which the existence of surplus capital does not explicitly 
appear owing to various noises such as mobilization of counteracting fiscal policy, 
the second principal component could work as a good indicator of its existence.  In 
other words, we can interpret the second principal component as the 
representative that concentrates all the variations of those four aggregates as long 
as surplus capital is concerned.

The feature of the third principal component in Table 3-1 is that household consumption 
takes coefficient 0.476 in its eigenvector; by contrast, those of trade balance and fixed 
capital formation are － 0.685 and － 0.525 respectively.  The sign of trade balance turns 
negative here, though positive in the second principal component.  We should note that the 
combination in the eigenvector of household consumption 0.476, trade balance － 0.685 and 
fixed capital formation －0.525 stands for exactly the same as the sign-reversed 
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combination of household consumption － 0.476, trade balance 0.685 and fixed capital 
formation 0.525; in one case the component increases in positive value and in the other it 
does in negative value.  Now, let us temporarily disregard government consumption with 
relatively small coefficient 0.172 and start our interpretation of the third principal 
component.

Despite its small proportion 8.1%, the third principal component carries a great 
significance.  As in Table 5, household consumption and fixed capital formation are 
in the highest positive correlation among those four aggregates; nevertheless, they 
show opposite signs to each other in the eigenvector.  How can we interpret it?  
And although household consumption and trade balance are also in slightly 

Fig. 8: Second principal component (1)
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Fig. 9: Second principal component (2)
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positive correlation, they show opposite signs, too.  It means that the third 
principal component combines those three aggregates in the perfectly reversed 
manner to their original correlations.  Interpretation about that is extremely 
difficult.

The third principal component increases as household consumption increases.  But, by 
contrast to the first principal component, it increases as fixed capital formation 
decreases.  Strictly speaking, it increases as discrepancy between household 
consumption and fixed capital formation stretches: i.e. it increases when fixed capital 
formation is sluggish but, household consumption autonomously expands or to the 
contrary, when household consumption does not shrink very much but, fixed capital 
formation autonomously declines quite sharply.  These situations are exactly the 
opposite to those of the first principal component in which household consumption and 
fixed capital formation go up and down hand in hand.  In this sense, we can safely say 
that the third principal component is the opposite moment to the first.
　Next, the third principal component increases as discrepancy between household 
consumption and trade balance expands.  In other words, it increases when trade 
balance is sluggish but, household consumption autonomously increases or to the 
contrary, when household consumption does not shrink very much but, trade balance 
autonomously deteriorates precipitously.  These situations are exactly the opposite to 
those of the second principal component in which household consumption and trade 
balance simultaneously fluctuate in the same direction.  In this sense, the third 
principal component is also the opposite moment to the second.

Fig. 10 “Third principal component” examines in time-series what we discussed 
above.  Rather complicated as it is, we find that the peak years of the third 
principal component came in 1975, 79, 82, 90, 94, 99, 2001, 05, 08 and 11.  Pay an 
attention to negative signs of fixed capital formation and trade balance in the 
eigenvector and compare them with the principal component, and we can identify 

Fig. 10: Third principal component 
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following factors that caused peak years: in 1975 a sharp decrease in fixed capital 
formation (i.e. a simultaneous global recession); in 1979 a sudden decrease in 
trade balance (i.e. the second Oil Shock); in 1982 a decrease in both fixed capital 
formation and trade balance (i.e. a simultaneous global recession); in 1987 and 90 
a decrease in trade balance despite a sharp increase in household consumption 
and fixed capital formation (i.e. the Heisei bubble economy); in 1994 an increase in 
household consumption and a decrease in trade balance (i.e. a slight recovery after 
the bust of the bubble economy); in (1998-) 1999 a precipitous decrease in 
household consumption and a collapse of fixed capital formation despite a jump of 
trade balance (i.e. a financial crisis); in 2001 a decrease in both fixed capital 
formation and trade balance despite stagnant household consumption (i.e. the 
bust of the global IT bubble); in 2005 a slight recovery of household consumption 
and a decrease in trade balance (i.e. a recovery after the bust of the IT bubble); in 
2008 (-09) a collapse of both household consumption and fixed capital formation 
and a jump of trade balance (i.e. the Lehman Brothers Shock); and in 2011 
stagnant household consumption and fixed capital formation and a decline of 
trade balance (i.e. the Great East Japan Earthquake).  These facts suggest that an 
autonomous increase in household consumption exceptionally took place only in 
the Heisei bubble period of 1987 and 1990, in a recovery period of 1994 after the 
bust of the bubble and in another recovery period of 2005 after the bust of the IT 
bubble.  And thus, many cases of an increase in the third principal component took 
place when fixed capital formation decreased or trade balance deteriorated due to 
an adverse situation of the world economy as a whole, with household 
consumption being kept rather stable.

Let us divide what the third principal component represents into positive aspects and 
negative aspects.  As to its negative aspects, they are all “abnormal situations” for 
smooth development of capitalistic economy such as an expansion of household 
consumption due to an economic babble, an unexpected decline of fixed capital 
formation and a sharp decrease in trade balance due to a simultaneous global 
recession, an oil shock or an earthquake disaster.  It is, therefore, an opposite moment 
to the first principal component that represents basic and “normal” business cycle of 
the Japanese economy, and also an opposite moment to the second principal component 
that allows household consumption to sustain or even increase because of surplus 
capital turning into trade surplus.  As to its positive aspects, household consumption 
resists an unexpected decline of fixed capital formation and trade balance and keeps a 
certain level despite those adverse effects.  Although the first principal component 
stands for a smooth development of the Japanese economy, it is just that of 
“capitalistic Japanese economy”, in which a decline of fixed capital formation forces 
people’s consumption to shrink that should be kept intact whatever happens.  And the 
second principal component, when the first principal component malfunctions, merely 
transfers a domestic problem abroad and keeps household consumption to a certain 
level.  Therefore, the third principal component embodies an economy’s intrinsic 
nature, i.e. economic activities ultimately for people’s consumption, rather than its 
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capitalistic nature that are symbolized by the first and second principal components; 
or it expresses an economy’s trans-historical nature, rather than its specifically 
historical nature.  In this sense as well, the third principal component is an opposite 
moment to both the first and second principal components.

The most noticeable feature of the fourth principal component in Table 3-1 is that the 
coefficient of government consumption in its eigenvector is extremely high, 0.977.  By 
contrast, trade balance and fixed capital formation are almost negligible while household 
consumption has a slightly large coefficient － 0.193.  So let us interpret the meaning of the 
fourth principal component by the relations between government and household 
consumption.  It carries important conceptual significance despite its substantially small 
proportion 4.8%.

As in Table 5, government consumption and household consumption are positively 
correlated with coefficient 0.345, which are combined with reverse coefficients 0.977 
and － 0.193 respectively in the eigenvector.  We should not underestimate the 
significance of － 0.193 since variations of household consumption in their absolute 
terms overwhelm those of government consumption and thus, exert considerable 
negative effects on it.  In general, the movements of government consumption 
synchronizes those of household consumption so that when government consumption 
increases more than household consumption does and when the former decreases more 
than the latter, the fourth principal component fluctuates up and down: the 
discrepancy between them is expressed in the fourth principal component.

Fig. 11 “Fourth principal component” examines in time-series what we discussed 
above.  Except in 1980 when government consumption shot up enormously, the 
fourth principal component moves by and large in line with government 
consumption: the correlation coefficients between the fourth principal component 
and government consumption and between the fourth principal component and 

Fig. 11: Fourth principal component 
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household consumption are 0.905 and － 0.067 respectively.  Peak years of the 
fourth principal component came in 1974, 80, 91, 95, 2000 and 09, which almost 
perfectly correspond to those of government consumption.  You may suppose that 
there is virtually no difference between the fourth principal component and 
government consumption.  However, as we see later, not only the fourth principal 
component determines government consumption, but also does the first principal 
component that represents normal business cycle, the second principal component 
that represents external emission of domestic surplus capital and the third 
principal component that represents various “abnormalities”.

We can understand, therefore, that the fourth principal component expressed 
autonomous variations of government consumption, which affect the economy as a 
whole, apart from those of household consumption, trade balance and fixed capital 
formation.  It is certain, of course, that all variations of government consumption are 
not autonomous; and all the other components also affect government consumption.  To 
the contrary, such autonomous variations do not have influences only on government 
consumption: coefficients in the eigenvector of trade balance and fixed capital 
formation are, however small they may be, 0.067 and 0.059 and thus, they exert some 
positive effects on part of trade balance and fixed capital formation.  The fourth 
principal component factors in all those effects.

Our interpretation above allows us to understand that the fourth principal component 
stands on a completely different dimension from those of the first, second and third 
principal components: the first, i.e. the “normal” business cycle, the second, i.e. the 
“extraordinary” business cycle with surplus capital and the third, i.e. the “abnormal” 
situations that disturb business cycles or trans-historical economic situations, are all 
representative of Japanese economy’s internal mechanism.  By contrast, the fourth 
principal component is considered to be external policy mechanism, exerted on the internal 
mechanism, which is an opposite moment in a completely different dimension.

Policy mechanism as it is, fiscal policies regarding “normal” business cycles are 
included in the first principal component, those regarding “extraordinary” business 
cycles in the second and those regarding “abnormal” situations in the third: they are 
0.097, 0.079 and 0.172 respectively in the row of government consumption in the 
eigenvector and 655,022, 249,658 and 392,460 in loadings. The loading of the fourth 
principal component is 1,712,535 and thus, the following unequal relations hold true: 
the second < the third < the first < the fourth.  The autonomous expenditure, not 
directly related to the economic mechanism, records the largest and is followed by the 
expenditure for ordinary economic fluctuations.  They are in proportion 8.30% 
< 13.04% < 21.76% < 56.90%.

 (To be continued.)
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Notes
１） The tentative Japanese translation of this paper is available in Working Paper Series, 

IR2014-4, “ 軌道分析と主成分分析の組み合わせによる時系列多変量解析 ”, published in March, 
2015, College of International Relations, Ritsumeikan University (http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/
acd/cg/ir/college/bulletin/workingpaper/IR2014-4.pdf).

 　The author highly appreciates detailed and encouraging comments that Professor 
Mitsunobu TAKAHAMA kindly gave me on my presentation of orbit analysis in the spring 
conference of the Japan Society of International Economics on June 7th, 2014 in the Tama 
campus of Hose University.

２） “<>” stands for “≠” in EXCEL.
３） EXCEL template for orbit analysis is available.  Have a contact with itaki@ir.ritsumei.ac.jp if 

necessary.
４） It is said that Peason (1901) and Hotelling (1933) originated principal component analysis 

and Hotelling first used the term “principal components”.  Refer to Jolliffe (2002) pp.6-9 and 
Leeuw (2013) as for the history of its development. 

５） Refer to Jolliffe (2002), Ueda (2003) and Uchida (2013) as for mathematical properties of 
principal component analysis and computation of principal components. 

６） See “VII. Conceptual framework of orbit analysis” and “VIII. Leading-following relations and 
the Granger causality”, Itaki (2014).

７） In November 1997 the Hokkaido Takushoku Bank went bankrupt and the Yamaichi 
Securities Company went out of business.  In October 1998 the Japan Long-term Credit 
Bank (now the Shinsei Bank) and in December the Japan Securities Credit Bank (now the 
Aozora Bank) were temporarily nationalized.  The situation was exactly that on the eve of a 
financial crisis.  See Itaki (2006) p.233. 
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軌道分析と主成分分析の組み合わせによる
時系列多変量解析（上）

自然科学においても社会科学においても，分析の基本的な課題は，分析対象の構造をおさえ

た上でその変化をとらえることにあるといってよかろう。そのために科学者は，さまざまな変

数を工夫してその変動を観察する。しかし，計測の便宜のために仮説的に設定されたそれら変

数が，そのまま分析対象の変化をもたらす力であったり実体であったりすることは稀である。

ましてや，それら変数の間に明瞭な因果関係を特定できることはほとんど期待できない。

本稿の課題は，「変化をとらえる単位」は何かを考察することである。この単位とは，変化

をもたらす力・実体ということができる。これを通常の主成分分析に依拠しながら考察した後

に，「変化をもたらす諸力の重層構造」をとらえるために発生的主成分分析が提起されている。

ここで，互いに直交関係にある主成分が，弁証法的な「対立物の統一の重層構造」に読み替え

られることになる。

そして，変数間の先導・追従関係をとらえる軌道分析（板木（2014））を，全変数・主成分

に施すことで，主成分を原因，変数を結果とする新しい因果関係論が構築される。いわゆる「グ

レンジャーの因果性」の成立は原理的に否定されたが（同上），それに代わる新たな因果関係

論が提起されている。

なお，国内総生産を例証として用いた副産物として，固定資本形成，民間消費，貿易収支，

政府消費それぞれが 1単位増大した場合の国内総生産の増大分―すなわち，乗数効果を主成分

重回帰分析によって正確に計測する手法が示されている。

（板木 雅彦，立命館大学国際関係学部教授）


